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ABSTRACT 

Muthi’ah, Nurul. 1602050166.Textual Function Analysis in Corona Virus News. 

Skripsi. English Department of Faculty of Teacher Training and Education, 

University of Muhammadiyah North Sumatera. Medan. 2021. 

This study discussed the textual function analysis in corona virus news. This study 

focused on ideational theme. Ideational theme consist of unmarked and marked 

theme. This research was descriptive qualitative research by Miles and Huberman, 

since the data were provided descriptively. The purposed of this study to find out 

types of theme and rheme that used in the news text, to find out the most dominant 

types of theme and rheme in the news text and how the theme and rheme realized in 

the news text. The news was taken from BBC News official website entitled “Covid : 

what is happening to schools?”. According to the result of this study was unmarked 

theme as the most dominant theme that frequently appeared in the news article. The 

result has proved that unmarked theme is used in the news text. It means that in 

accordance with the purpose of this study. The findings showed that the type of 

ideational theme that frequently apply is unmarked theme. It has 45 themes or 88,2% 

appear in that news article. 

Keyword: Ideational theme, unmarked theme and news article. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. The Background of the Study 

Language provides a theory of human experience, and certain of the resources 

of the lexicogrammar of every language are dedicated to that function. Halliday 

developed a theory of the fundamental functions of language, in which he analysed 

lexicogrammar into three broad metafunctions: ideational, interpersonal and textual. 

Each of the three metafunctions is about a different aspect of the world, and is 

concerned with a different mode of meaning of clauses. The ideational metafunction 

is about the natural world in the broadest sense, including our own consciousness, 

and is concerned with clauses as representations. The interpersonal metafunction is 

about the social world, especially the relationship between speaker and hearer, and is 

concerned with clauses as exchanges. The textual metafunction is about the verbal 

world, especially the flow of information in a text, and is concerned with clauses 

as messages. Malinowski's influence, the ideational metafunction relates to the 

context of culture, the interpersonal metafunction relates to the context of situation, 

and the textual metafunction relates to the verbal context. 

In each metafunction an analysis of a clause gives a different kind of structure 

composed from a different set of elements. In the ideational metafunction, a clause is 

analysed into Process, Participants and Circumstances, with different participant 

types for different process types (as in Case Grammar). In the interpersonal 
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metafunction, a clause is analysed into Mood and Residue, with the mood element 

further analysed into Subject and Finite. In the textual metafunction, a clause is 

analysed into Theme and Rheme (as in the Prague School). 

In this study, the focus of analysis is on the textual function considering that 

clauses are messages in terms of the departure point of message and the arrival point. 

The departure point of the message is called Theme and the arrival point is called 

Rheme. Theme provides the settings for the remainder of the sentence. Rheme is the 

remainder of the message in a clause in which Theme developed, that is to say, 

Rheme typically contains unfamiliar or new information. The interaction of Theme 

and Rheme governs how the information in a text develops. However Halliday 

divided Theme and Rheme into three elements, they are ideational, textual and 

interpersonal. 

Corona Virus has spread in Indonesia since March until now, and because of 

this there are so many news about it with variety of language especially in English. 

This is why the researcher interested to analyze textual function of the news 

particularly about ideational theme. Textual function describe clause as a message. 

According to Halliday, as a message structure a clause consist of theme and 

accompanied by a rheme. It is clear that theme connected to rheme to find out the 

message of the clause. People especially an English student in UMSU still did not 

know about theme and rheme and how theme and rheme construct in the text. 

Through this research, the researcher intends that analysis of theme and rheme is 

importance in how the news designed the idea as flow of information. In other way 
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theme and rheme help the reader understand how information conveyed in a clause. 

Since the reader especially an English student in UMSU difficult to understand the 

message of the text. This is why the researcher was interested in analyzing the textual 

function of theme and rheme in the Corona Virus news. The researcher choose BBC 

News of Corona to analyzed how theme and rheme construct in the news by 

analyzing what types theme and rheme  that used in the corona virus news and what 

is the dominant types that appeared in the corona virus news and how the theme and 

rheme realized in the corona virus news in order to get how the news convey the 

message in the text. The researcher use Corona virus news text taken from the BBC 

news website entitle “Covid : What is happening to schools?”. The researcher choose 

this title because, since corona began all of the schools department decided to closed 

the schools and started online schools.  

B. The Identification of the Problems 

The problem of the study was identified as in the following. 

1. Many students didn’t understand about the message on the text they read 

2. The types of theme and rheme  

3. How the theme and rheme realized in text  

 

C. The scope and Limitation  

The scope of this study was focused on the textual function about theme and 

rheme developed by Halliday (2004). There are 3 types of themes, they are 
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ideational , experiental and textual themes. And this study would be limited on 

the ideational themes analysis in corona virus news text. Theme and rheme in the 

corona virus news text taken from BBC News. 

D. The Formulation of the Problems 

     The problems of the study was formulated as in the following. 

1. What types of Theme and Rheme used in the Corona Virus news text?  

2. What is the most dominant type of Theme and Rheme in the Corona Virus news 

text?  

3. How is the theme and rheme realized the Corona Virus news text? 

 

E. The Objectives of the Study 

     In relation to the problems, the objectives of the study were 

1. to find out the types theme used in the Corona Virus news text 

2. to find out the most dominant of Theme and Rheme in Corona Virus news text 

3. to find out the realization of theme and rheme in the corona virus news text 

 

F. The Significance of the Study 

The findings of this study to expected give contribution based on theory and 

practice. This finding could contributed to all readers for those who cared about this 

field. These were the following significance the research is stated theoretically and 

practically. 
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1. Theoritically, the findings could add more theoretical horizon in linguistics and 

become reference for further studies. 

2. Practically, the finding would be useful for  

a. students who interested in functional grammar either textual function analysis. 

b. readers were expected can understanding discourse analysis in text which 

have different background knowledge. 

c. other researchers, it could gave surprising progress in pragmatic field and can 

be references for them to conduct in different object 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Theoritical Framework 

1. Systemic Functional Linguistics 

In our ordinary, everyday lives we are constantly using language. We chat to 

family member, organize children for school, read the paper, speak at meetings, serve 

customers, follow instructions in a booklet, make appointments, surf the internet, call 

in a plumber, unburden ourselves to therapists, record our day's thoughts and 

activities in a journal, chat to out pets, send and read a few emails, sing along to CDs, 

tead aloud to our children, write submissions. All of these ate activities which involve 

language. Only for rare moments, perhaps when totally absorbed in a physical 

activity, does language drop out of our minds. In contemporary life, we are constantly 

required ro react to and produce bits of language that make sense. In other words, we 

are required to negotiate texts (Eggins, An Introduction to Systemic Functional 

Linguistics 2nd Edition, 2004). SFL deals with the way texts are articulated to be 

appropriate for particular situations of use. According to Martin, Matthiessen and 

painter on journal (Dorri, 2020) that the grammar of language is interpreted as a 

system which helps people to interact with each other and to make sense of their 

world experiences. Halliday develops a Systemic Functional approach in relation to 

verbal language and offers a set of grammatical systems which realize the three 

metafunctions of language. In them, the clause can be analyzed simultaneously on the 
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basis of how it represents the world (experiential metafunction), how it enacts social 

relations (interpersonal), and finally, according to the way it contributes to the 

organization of the clause as message (textual) (A. Jesus, 2011) 

Systemic functional linguistics, often called systemic functional grammar or 

systemic grammar (the functional is often omitted), is a grammar model developed by 

Michael Halliday (1985) with his Introduction to Functional Grammar based on the 

model of language as social semiotic. According to Eggins systemic functional 

linguistics is an approach to language which is centered on how people use language 

with each other in accomplishing everyday social life. In this approach there are four 

main theoretical claims about language: that language use is functional; that its 

function is to make meanings; that these meanings are influenced by the social and 

cultural context in which they are exchanged; and that the process of using language 

is a semiotic process, a process of making meanings by choosing. These four points, 

that language is functional, semantic, contextual, and semiotic, can be summarized by 

describing the systemic functional linguistics as a functional-semantic approach to 

language. Systemic functional linguistics is interested in the authentic speech and 

writing of people interacting in naturally occuring social contexts.  

Halliday in Language as Social Semiotic (1978) makes “four theoretical claims 

about language” on the bases of “different research emphases or application context” 

of scholars. These four claims are: (a)that language use is functional, (b)that its 

function is to make meanings, (c)That these meanings are influenced by the social 
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and cultural context in which they are exchanged and (d)that the process of using 

language is a semiotic process, a process of making meanings by choosing. Halliday 

summarises that “language use is functional, semantic, contextual and semiotic” 

which can be summed up “by describing the systemic approach as a functional – 

semiotic approach to language. (1978).  

Each of the three forms part of a different functional configuration, making up a 

separate strand in the overall meaning of the clause.As a working approximation, we 

can define these different strands of meaning as follows: (i) The Theme functions in 

the structure of the clause as a message. A clause has meaning as a message, a 

quantum of information; the Theme is the point of departure for the message. It is the 

element the speaker selects for ‘grounding’ what he is going on to say. (ii) The 

Subject functions in the structure of the clause as exchange. A clause has meaning as 

an exchange, a transaction between speaker and listener; the Subject is the warranty 

of the exchange. It is the element the speaker makes responsible for the validity of 

what he is saying. (iii) The Actor functions in the structure of the clause as 

representation. A clause has meaning as a representation of some process in ongoing 

human experience; the Actor is the active participant in that process. It is the element 

the speaker portrays as the one that does the deed (Matthiessen, An Introduction to 

Systemic Functional Grammar Third Edition, 2014). This three headings refer as 

metafunction. 
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2. Meta-functional Analysis and Textual Meaning 

All the more specific functions can be assigned to one or other of the three 

broad functions outlined above; and hence we refer to these broad functions as 

metafunctions. According to (Halliday & Matthiessen, An Introduction to Functional 

Grammar Third Edition, 2004) language is structured to make three kinds of 

meanings, or metafunctions, simultaneously: ideational, interpersonal, and textual 

meanings. The labels for each of the metafunctions are reasonably transparent: the 

first (using language to talk about the world) is the experiential; the second (using 

language to interact with other people) is the interpersonal; and the third (organizing 

language to fi t in its context) is the textual (Thompson, Introducing Functional 

Grammar Third Edition, 2014). Look at the table below; according to Mathhiessen in 

his book title an introduction to functional grammar, this is metafunctions and 

reflexes in the grammar. 

Table. 2.1. Metafunctions and Reflexes in the grammar 

Metafunction (technical 

name) 

Definition (kind of 

meaning) 

Corresponding status in 

clause 

Ideational 

Construing a model of 

experience 

Clause as representation 

Interpersonal 

Enacting social 

relationship 

Clause as exchange 
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Textual 

Creating relevance to 

context 

Clause as meaning 

 

Ideational meanings are meanings about phenomena, things (living and non 

living, abstract, and concrete), about goings on (what the thing are or do) and the 

circumtances surrounding these happening and doings. These meaning are release in 

wording through participants, process and circumtance. Meanings of these kinds are 

most centrally influenced by field of discourse.  

The interpersonal meanings relate to the fact that the clause is interrogative but 

functions as a kind of command, that it expresses the writer’s assessment of 

probabilities and her attitude, and that it explicitly signals the writer’s negotiation 

with the reader. Or in the other meaning Interpersonal meanings are meanings that 

express a speaker’s attitudes and judgments. Meanings realize in wordings through 

what is called MOOD and modality (Thompson, Introducing Functional Grammar 

Third Edition, 2014) 

The textual metafunction of language falls within the domain of clause as a 

message. Under this function, “we organise our messages in ways that indicate how 

they fit in with other messages around them and with the wider context in which we 

are talking or writing.” (Thompson, Introducing Functional Grmmar Third Edition, 

2014). The textual metafunction represents the relationship to textual interactivity 
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(which is examined with reference to disfluenciessuch as hesitators, pauses and 

repetitions), spontaneity (natural or unrestraint reaction) which is determined through 

a focus on lexical density, grammatical complexity, coordination (how clauses are 

linked together) and the use of nominal groups and communicative distance, which 

involves looking at a text’s cohesion - that is how it hangs together, as well as any 

abstract language it uses. The textual orientation is about the verbal world, especially 

the flow of information in a text and is concerned with clauses as messages (Bakuuro, 

2017).   

3. Definition of Theme and Rheme 

We may assume that in all languages the clause has the character of a message: 

it has some form of organization whereby it fits in with, and contributes to, the flow 

of discourse. But there are different ways in which this may be achieved. In English, 

as in many other languages, the clause is organized as a message by having a distinct 

status assigned to one part of it. One part of the clause is enunciated as the theme; this 

then combines with the remainder so that the two parts together constitute a message. 

three ‘lines of meaning’ in turn, beginning with the one that gives the clause its 

character as a message. The structure which carries this line of meaning is known as 

thematic structure. Following the terminology of the Prague school of linguists, we 

shall use the term Theme as the label for this function. (Like all other functions it will 

be written with an initial capital.) The Theme is the element which serves as the point 

of departure of the message; it is that which locates and orients the clause within its 
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context. The remainder of the message, the part in which the Theme is developed, is 

called in Prague school terminology the Rheme. As a message structure, therefore, a 

clause consists of a Theme accompanied by a Rheme; and the structure is expressed 

by the order — whatever is chosen as the Theme is put first (Matthiessen, An 

Introduction toFunctional Grammar , 2004). Or in a simple way The departure point 

of the message is called Theme and the arrival point is called Rheme. Theme provides 

the settings for the remainder of the sentence. Rheme is the remainder of the message 

in a clause in which Theme developed, that is to say, Rheme typically contains 

unfamiliar or new information. The interaction of Theme and Rheme governs how the 

information in a text develops (Yolanda, Putri, & Sinar, 2017).  

The Duke has given my aunt that teapot 

My Aunt has been given that teapot by the duke 

That Teapot the duke has given to my aunt 

Theme Rheme 

 

As can be seen from these examples, the Theme always starts from the 

beginning of the clause. It is what sets the scene for the clause itself and positions it 

in relation to the unfolding text. In the first text the reader is being led around and 

invited to notice and appreciate; in the second, the reader is held firmly to the topic 

that is being described (Matthiessen, An Introduction toFunctional Grammar , 2004). 

According to (Krisnawati, 2013) the theme serves as an idea to be developed further 

in following sentences to make up a meaningful discourse. Since the Theme serves as 
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an idea to be developed in a discourse, the Theme and Rhemes in a discourse reveals 

the development of ideas requiring specific thinking in the formulation of clauses. 

Learners’ ideas arerealized in clauses, and the clauses are joined by what Hulkova 

(2005) calls as linking devices. 

3.1. Types of Theme 

According to Halliday and Mathiessen, there are 3 elements of theme : 

Ideational, Textual and Interpersonal. 

1. Ideational Themes  

The clause, in its representational function, construes a quantum of human 

experience: some process – some change, or in the limiting case lack of change, in 

the external or our own internal environment. Processes are construed as a 

confguration of components of three types: (i) the process itself; (ii) the participants 

in that process; and (iii) any circumstantial factors such as time, manner or cause. 

The guiding principle of thematic structure is this: the Theme contains one, and only 

one, of these experiential elements. This means that the Theme of a clause ends with 

the first constituent that is either participant, circumstance or process. We refer to 

this constituent, in its textual function, as the topical Theme or ideational theme 

(Halliday & Matthiessen, An Introduction to Functional Grammar Third Edition, 

2004) 
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The ideational or topical Theme is usually but not always the first nominal 

group in the clause. It can be nominal group complexes, adverbial groups, 

prepositional phrases or embedded clauses. The subject is also the topical theme in 

the unmarked case, and it is called a marked topical theme if it is not the subject. 

The term marked is used because it stands out. It is not what we normally expect to 

find because it attracts attention.  

a. Unmarked Topical Theme 

Nominal group as Theme 

John wrote the letter 

Theme Rheme 

 

 

Nominal group complex as Theme 

John and Jessica wrote the letter 

Theme Rheme 

 

Embedded clause  

((What John and Jessica did) was write the letter 

Theme Rheme 

 

b. Marked Topical Themes  

Adverbial Theme  

Away the bird flew 

Theme Rheme  
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Prepositional phrase as Theme  

Her sweater she made 

Theme Rheme  

 

 

The ideational Theme was extend and include the theme of a clause. 

Thematic are also elements which precede the topical theme, but that are not 

elements which come after the topical theme.  

2. Textual Themes 

Textual themes can be continuatives and/or conjunctive adjuncts and 

conjunctions. The difference is that conjunctive adjuncts are more free to move in a 

clause whereas conjunctions adjuncts pretty well restricted to being at the beginning. 

Thus, in the example below, at the beginning at the second clause in each pair, the 

conjunction ‘but’ had remain, and in various positions in the clause 15 the 

conjunctive adjunct ‘nevertheless’ can occurred. Structural themes are conjunctions 

tend to provide textual themes within a clause complex. Conjunctive adjuncts tend to 

(but don’t always) join text outside of clause complexes. Continuatives are a small 

set of items which, if they are there, are always at the beginning of the clause and 

signal that a new move is beginning. For example: well, right, OK, now, anyway, of 

course.  

Ok, What we do now Is clean our classroom 
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Cont. Topical  

Rheme 
Theme 

 

They signal to the listeners that someone is about to start, resume or continue 

speaking related to the context of speaking. By providing a logical link between 

messages conjunctives related the clause to the preceding text.  

Well, On the other hand, They  Would come 

Cont. Conjucntive  Topical  

Rheme 
Theme 

 

A clause at the beginning and carry the logico-semantic relations between 

clauses always occurred almost conjunctions.  

Well, On the other hand, If  They  Come on 

sunday 

Cont. conjucntive Struc Topical  

Rheme 
Theme 

   

 

Well, on the other hand, If They Come on Sunday Cont. Conjunctive Struc 

Topical Rheme Theme. 
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3. Interpersonal Themes  

Thematic are also the topical theme before occurring interpersonal elements. 

They may be modal adjuncts, vocatives, finite or WH-elements.  

a. Modal Adjunct  

Maybe  We  Must go home now 

Modal  

Topical 

Rheme 
Inter  

Theme 

 

b. Vocatives Vocatives (a name or nickname used to address someone) are only 

thematic if they occur before the topical theme, a finite verb or a modal adjunct.  

Dearly beloved We  Are gathered here today 

Vocative Topical  

Rheme 
Theme 

 

When we look at language from the point of view of the textual metafunction, we are 

trying to see how speakers construct their messages in a way that makes them fi t 

smoothly into the unfolding language event (which may be a conversation, or a 

newspaper article, for example). As well as interacting with their listeners and saying 
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something to them about the world, speakers constantly organize the way their 

message is worded in order to signal to them how the present part of their message fi 

ts in with other parts (Thompson, Introducing Functional Grammar Third Edition, 

2014). 

4. Description of BBC News 

BBC News is the largest broadcast news operation in the world with more 

than 2,000 journalists and 48 newsgathering bureaux, 41 of which are overseas. BBC 

News is also a global news provider reaching more than 260 million viewers through 

the international TV news channel BBC World and more than 150 million listeners 

via BBC World Service. These services are not funded by the licence fee but by 

grants for the World Service and commercial income for BBC World. All UK BBC 

News channels took part plus national and local radio services, digital and interactive 

TV, online, World Service and CBBC. Each event day reached over 20 million 

viewers and gained some of the highest peak audiences for current affairs. 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/aboutbbcnews/hi/this_is_bbc_news/default.stm  

 

B. Previous Relevance Study 

The study is about the textual function is particular use to analyze the 

contextual sentence or verbal text. The textual function use to identify theme and 

rheme in the sentence or text. There are some similar research studies  that had been 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/aboutbbcnews/hi/this_is_bbc_news/default.stm
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conducted before. They are; A Textual Analysis of Verbal Texts in the Children‟s 

Picture Books by (Yolanda, Putri, & Sinar, 2017) this study has purpose to discover 

of textual metafunction elements of the verbal text in one of the children’s picture 

books entitled On the Move, part of the Wonderful World of English series. This 

study also focus on theme and rheme analysis. The method of the data analysis is 

descriptive qualitative. The results of the study show that the dominant element of the 

textual metafunction is topical themes and there are relations between textual 

elements and visual elements in making meaning from these children’s picture books.  

Second journal was made by Dr.Foroogh Kazemi and Samira Karimi, the 

tittle is Textual Metafunction in Persian Economic and Sports Texts (Foroogh 

Kazemi, 2016) , this is a comparative study between economic text and sports text. 

This project is an attempt for comparing press texts in the format of Halliday’s 

systematic functional theory from the textual metafunctional perspective. In this 

survey, they are analyze kinds of theme, diversity, distribution and occurrence 

frequency in press texts, especially, “sport news” and “the world of economy”.  The 

difference of two texts is regarded to the first category simple/multiple theme. So, in 

economic texts, multiple themes are used more. But in sports texts, simple ones are 

applied. Their affinity is regarded to the second category marked and unmarked 

themes, in other words markedness. In both texts unmarked themes are used more 

and marked ones shows less usage; which means that structure transposition for 

emphasis or irony is occurred less that shows according to textual metafunction 
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analysis we can find out and study distinct authors‟ writing approaches. This 

conclusion also proves that clauses and sentences can be stated in different ways 

which has a unique and distinct effect on the addressee, especially on his 

comprehension. Textual metafunction is as a tool for recognizing language varieties 

and writing styles. 

The last one is Textual Metafunction in Donald Trump’s Speech “Recognizing 

Jerusalem as Israel’s Capital” written by Mirsa Umiyati (Umiyati, 2019) This 

research aimed to discover the realization of textual metafunction and to discover 

kinds of mood and theme types dominated in speech. This research employed a 

qualitative research method and content analysis approach. In this research, the data 

were categorized as a written document. The data is from trusted website and using 

the Halliday’s theory by considering the steps of data analysis proposed by Gay et al; 

Reading/Memoing, Describing, Classifying. There are some parts of moods that 

occurred in Donald Trump’s speech, those are declarative clause (unmarked and 

marked theme) and imperative clause. Interrogative clause wasn’t applied in Donald 

Trump’s speech, polarity yes or no as well as WH-Question. Moreover, the theme 

types found in this research are topical theme, interpersonal theme (vocative, 

modal/comment adjunct), textual theme (conjunction, conjunctive adjunct). Grounded 

by the analysis of the study, it can be concluded that based on textual metafunction 

perspective, the speaker attempts to get the listeners’ attention to focus on the 
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message of what is being said and giving many statements to tell the listeners his 

recognition that Jerusalem as Israel’s capital.  

 

C. Conceptual Framework 

     Metafunction is a part of systemic functional grammar. Therefore metafunctions 

are tools for us to analyze what kind of language the speaker uses so that there is 

mutual understanding in the situations involved. These metafunctions organize the 

various elements and systems that constitute a mode into three distinct domains of 

meaning, there are textual, ideational and interpersonal. These three metafunction has 

different fnction. According to Halliday in his book (Halliday & Matthiessen, An 

Introduction to Functional Grammar Third Edition, 2004)  textual function is clause 

as a message. Ideational function is clause as representation and interpersonal 

function is clause as exchange. This study focuses on textual function which identify 

theme and rheme of the clause. Theme is the which serves departure message of the 

clause and theme always accompanied by the rheme which the rest of the message. 

However theme aways comes first and followed by the rheme. Theme and rheme 

involved each other in order to get the message of clause. Textual function divided 

into three kinds, there are ideational theme, interpersonal theme and textual theme. It 

can be seen in the figure below 
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Figure. 2.1. Systemic Functional Grammar 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODIOLOGY 

A. Research Design 

Qualitative approach applied in this study.  Qualitative approaches to research 

value depth of meaning and people’s subjective experiences and their meaning-

making processes. These approaches allow us to build a robust understanding of a 

topic, unpacking the meanings people ascribe to their lives—to activities, situations, 

circumstances, people, and objects. Methodologically, these approaches rely on 

inductive designs aimed at generating meaning and producing rich, descriptive data. 

The researcher used descriptive-qualitative analysis in this research. According to 

Sharan B. Meriam (2009: 21) described qualitative research is a situated activity that 

locates to the observer in the world. Qualitative design attempts to describe what is 

going on and what data shows.  

 

B. The Source of Data 

The source of data for this research was taken from the corona virus text in BBC. 

It taken from the trusted website, published on 21st January 2021 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/aboutbbcnews/hi/this_is_bbc_news/default.stm. The news had 

theme about Corona Virus that happened in march 2020. Researcher decide to take 

the data as the source of study. 

 

 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/aboutbbcnews/hi/this_is_bbc_news/default.stm
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C. The Techniques of Data Collection 

In collecting the data, the document study used.  It is applied to obtain the 

data from the source of the text. There are some steps to collect the data, they 

were 

1. browsing  and the data from the internet  

2. downloading the text 

3. printing the entire text from the bbc website 

4. reading the data   

D. The Techniques of Data Analysis 

     According to (Huberman & Miles, 1994) there are three ways to analyze the data, 

they are data reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing/verification. In this 

research, the researcher  used Miles and Huberman’s theory in analyzing the data, so 

there are three steps to do, they were:  

1. Data Reduction  

Data reduction become the first steps to do in analyzing the data in this research. 

According to Miles (1994:10), data reduction refers to the process of selecting, 

focusing, simplifying, abstracting, and transforming the data in written up field note 

or transcript.  

2. Data Display  

The second steps data display. According to Miles (1994:11), generally a display is 

an organized, compressed assembly of information that permits conclusion drawing 
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and action. In this step, the researcher shows or displays the data which is contains 

the Theme and rheme , not only as generally but specifically and clearly. 

3. Conclusion Drawing/verification 

After finished doing data reduction and data display, the last steps to analyze the data 

in this research is drawing conclusion. According to Miles (1994:11), final 

conclusion may not appear until data collection is over, depending on the size of the 

corpus of field notes; coding storage and retrieval methods of the funding agency, but 

they often have been prefigured from the beginning even when a researcher claims to 

have been proceeding inductively. In this step the researcher concludes the result of 

the research based on the research problems and theme and rheme theory that are 

used. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DATA ANALYSIS, FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

 

A. Data Analysis 

The data form in this study were taken from BBC News website about the 

corona virus. In analyzing the data, this research follows the step of data analysis. 

They were data reduction, in this step the researcher select one of the news from 

the BBC News website and transformed it to transcripted data. And then in data 

display, in this step the researcher showed or displayed the data that contained the 

theme and rheme specifically and clearly. The last is data conclusion/verification 

in this step the researcher concludes the result of the research based on the 

research problems and theme and rheme theory that are used. Based on the 

researcher explained in chapter three, all of the question must be answer 

completely in this study. 

 

B. Findings 

1. Types of Theme and Rheme used in the Corona Virus news text 

 The researcher analyzed the types of theme and rheme that contained in the 

BBC news text. This analysis is used to answer the formulation of this study that 

has been wrote previously to investigated the types that has been found in the 

news text. As has been said before, according to Halliday there are three types of 
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theme and rheme, Ideational Theme, Textual Theme and Interpersonal. And this 

study focused on Ideational theme and rheme analysis. A clause at least has one 

theme that is topic of the clause which is called as ideational theme. Ideational 

theme divided into 2 types they are unmarked theme and marked theme. 

Unmarked theme also divided into 3 types, which are nominal group as theme, 

nominal group complex as theme and embedded clause. Meanwhile marked 

theme has 2 types, they are adverbial as theme and prepositional phrase as theme.  

 The data collected has been compiled in the table below to determine the use 

of theme and rheme in every type and to know the percentage the use of theme 

and rheme in each of type. It conclude that what type would very frequently 

appear. It can be seen in the table below. 

Table 4.1. Types of Ideational Theme 

No Types of Ideational Theme Number Percentages 

1. Unmarked Theme 

Nominal group as Theme 15 29.4% 

Nominal group complex 

as Theme 
30 58.8% 

Embedded clause - - 

2. Marked Theme 

Adverbial as Theme 4 7.84% 

Prepositional Phrase as 

Theme 
2 3.92% 

3. result 51 100% 
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 As we can see from table 4.1. it would find that unmarked theme is the most 

frequently used in the BBC News article about Corona virus. There are about 45 

themes about Unmarked theme that found in the article. Which are divided into three, 

namely nominal group as theme contained 15 themes or 29.4% , nominal group 

complex as theme contained 30 themes or 58.8% , and embedded clause didn’t found 

in the article.  

 Then Marked theme is the least used in the BBC News article about Corona 

virus. There are 6 themes that have been found in the article, Marked theme is divided 

into two types, that is Adverbial as theme appeared 6 themes or 7.84% , and 

Prepositional phrase found only 2 themes or 3.92%. It meant that the article is 

commonly used subject or first pronoun to constructed the news because ideational 

themes functions to emphize the subject that this subject is the main goal of the news 

topic. According to Caffarel, Martin, and Matthiessen (2004) on journal (Paziraie, 

2013) claim that the speakers (writers) are able to use the textual resources to 

organize the production of text, and guide the listeners (readers) in the process of 

interpreting the text. Therefore, they believe that these resources “are the units 

organized to guide the process of creating and interpreting text.” 
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2.  The most dominant type of Theme and Rheme in the Corona Virus news text 

Table. 4.2. The most dominant type of theme and rheme 

No Types of Ideational Theme Number Percentages 

1. Unmarked Theme 

Nominal group as Theme 15 29.4% 

Nominal group complex 

as Theme 
30 58.8% 

Embedded clause - - 

2. Marked Theme 

Adverbial as Theme 4 7.84% 

Prepositional Phrase as 

Theme 
2 3.92% 

3. result 51 100% 

 

 The Theme functions in the structure of the clause as a message. A clause 

has meaning as a message, a quantum of information; the Theme is the point of 

departure for the message. It is the element the speaker selects for ‘grounding’ what 

he is going on to say (Halliday & Matthiessen, An Introduction to Functional 

Grammar Third Edition, 2004). 

 As described above, unmarked theme divided into nominal group as theme 

has been found 15 themes or 29.4%. Then nominal complex group as theme appeared 

30 themes or 58.8% and embedded clause didn’t found in the news article. And then 

marked theme is the least dominant theme that found in the news text. It can be seen 

on the table that adverbial as theme found 4 themes or 7.84% and prepositional 
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phrase found 2 themes or 3.92%. It can be conclude that unmarked theme is the most 

dominant type of theme and rheme in the corona virus news text. An unmarked 

feature is the ordinary, expected, usual form. In the explanation before, theme is usually 

the subject of sentence. So, the unmarked theme occur in statement (a declarative 

sentence) is the subject. It conclude that If theme is conflated with the subject, it is 

called unmarked theme. For example : 

Table. 4.3. Example of Unmarked theme 

The government says training and support will be 

available to ensure grades are awarded 

fairly across the country 

 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group as Theme 

 

 From the example above, the government referred as subject of the clause 

which means the theme and the remaining part as the rheme. It belongs to the 

unmarked theme because “the government” which means as a theme is the subject of 

the sentences and the rest of the sentences is the rheme. The given information is the 

government but the readers do not know what the government is going about or what 

happened to government, so in this case the rheme play its role as the new 

information of the clause/sentences to complete the theme that has been mentioned.  

Principle to remember is that every clauses must contain one and only one topical 
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Theme. Once you have identified a topical Theme in a clause, you can consign all the 

remaining clause constituents to the Rheme role. It is this principle which allows us 

to determine the Theme/Rheme. (Eggins, An Introduction to Systemic Functional 

Linguistic 2nd Edition, 2004) 

As mentioned before, unmarked theme features is something expected or usual. It 

means that the authors of the news article want to make an article easily 

understanding by the readers.  

3. The theme and rheme realized the Corona Virus news text 

 According to Halliday, the Theme is the element that serves as the point of 

departure of the message; it is that which locates and orients the clause within its 

context. The speaker chooses the Theme as his or her point of departure to guide the 

addressee in developing an interpretation of the message; by making part of the 

message prominent as Theme, the speaker enables the addressee to process the 

message. The remainder of the message, the part in which the Theme is developed, 

is called in Prague school terminology the Rheme. As a message structure, therefore, 

a clause consists of a Theme accompanied by a Rheme (Matthiessen, Halliday’s 

Introduction to Functional Grammar Fourth Edition, 2014).  

 In conclusion the English sentences start with a Theme, Which we somehow  

know about or which normally contains information is called theme, the first element 

(given) in the sentences. And which normally tells us something new about the theme 
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is called a rheme. They are related to each other. As a first step we have made two 

assumptions: that the Theme of a clause consists of just one structural element, and 

that that element is represented by just one unit — one nominal group, adverbial 

group or prepositional phrase. 

In Ideational theme there are two themes, the first one is unmarked themes which 

there is the subject. For example; 

Table 4.4. The realization of Unmarked theme 

 

The government  has clarified this can include children 

without access to a laptop at home or a 

quiet place to study. 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group as Theme 

 

 The word ‘The government’ identified as a subject. As we know that 

unmarked theme is a theme that explains nominal group, nominal group complex, and 

embedded clause. It would be the theme or the given information. And the rest of the 

sentences ‘has clarified this can include children without access to a laptop at home 

or a quiet place to study,’ it would be the rheme or the new information.  

and the second one is marked themes which there is no subject including adverbial 

groups and prepositional phrase. For example;  

Table. 4.5. The realization of marked theme 

In Scotland, schools will remain closed to the majority of 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-maintaining-educational-provision/guidance-for-schools-colleges-and-local-authorities-on-maintaining-educational-provision
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-maintaining-educational-provision/guidance-for-schools-colleges-and-local-authorities-on-maintaining-educational-provision
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-update-first-ministers-statement-monday-4-january-2021/
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pupils until at least 1 February, with 

remote learning used instead. 

Theme  Rheme 

Marked theme 

Adverbial groups 

  

  The words ‘In Scotland, schools’ identified as the adverbial group 

especially adverb of place because the sentences starts with the location of the place 

and it can be conclude as a marked theme as adverbial group. As the explanation 

above marked theme didn’t start with the subject but it starts with adverbial groups or 

prepositional phrase. Then the rest of the sentences ‘schools will remain closed to the 

majority of pupils until at least 1 February, with remote learning used instead.’ we 

can say as a rheme. In textual metafunction, this is how we organize messages in 

ways to indicate how the fit in to other sentences/clause. So from one 

sentences/clause to another sentences/clause they are interconnected to each other. 

And the wider context in which we are talking/writing. 

 

C. Discussion 

Referring to the findings from BBC News article about Corona virus. The 

researcher found 51 ideational themes in the news article. And they are divided into 2 

types. The researcher has found the type theme and rheme that used in the news 

article is that Unmarked theme with 45 themes and divided them into three type that 

is nominal group as theme found 15 themes or 29.4%. Then nominal group complex 

https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-update-first-ministers-statement-monday-4-january-2021/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-update-first-ministers-statement-monday-4-january-2021/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-update-first-ministers-statement-monday-4-january-2021/
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appeared 30 themes or 58.8% and embedded clause didn’t appeared into news article. 

Meanwhile the marked theme found 6 themes, that separated them into adverbial 

groups 4 them or 7.84% and prepositional phrase 2 themes or 3.92%. It makes that 

the unmarked theme is them most dominant theme that contained in the text. The 

interpretation of the the news article convey the most interesting information to 

attract the readers in written by simple structure. The meaning of the news text mostly 

consist of subjects and predicates. It can be seen that the use of pronoun and nominal 

subject is the most one. The writers of the news article want to use his own idea based 

on the fact that happened in the real life. It is shown that she/he often mentioned a 

person with an important role such as government.  
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

 

A. Conclusions 

Based on the findings and discussion in the previous chapter, the writer is 

drawn conclusions as follows : 

1. Theme and rheme that used in corona virus news was unmarked 

theme. Unmarked theme frequently used in the corona virus news text 

with 45 themes that found in the news article. It divided into three 

types that is nominal group as theme 15 theme 29.4%. Then nominal 

group complex appeared 30 themes or 58.8% and embedded clause 

didn’t appeared into news article. Meanwhile, the marked theme found 

6 themes. They separated into adverbial groups 4 theme or 7.84% and 

prepositional phrase 2 themes or 3.92%. 

2. The most dominant theme and rheme that found in the article was 

unmarked. Unmarked theme used simple structure so the article can be 

understandable. Meanwhile marked theme did not start wit the subject 

whereas subject come up after the adverbial groups or prepositional 

phrase, it makes the readers sometimes confused. 

3. Theme and rheme realized by identification the subject. Unmarked 

theme was followed by the subject in the beginning of the clause. 

Marked theme usually identified the subject by adverbial groups or 
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prepositional phrase. 

B. Suggestions 

With regard to conclusions, suggestions are stated as the following :  

1. Textual function is good to be applied fo analyzing clause meaning. So 

that, the others researcher could be applied as the useful reference and 

information to others researcher. 

2. The researcher suggest for the next researcher who wants to research 

systemic functional linguistics to develop this research by expanding the 

research object and used another metafunctions. 

3. It was important to analyze theme and rheme of the text. So it will help 

the others to understand the message of the text. 
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Appendix I Table of Analysis Textual Function Theme and Rheme in Corona 

Virus News Text 

 

Title : Covid: What is happening to schools? 

Teacher assessment will be used to award grades in England 

Teacher assessments will be used to award grades in England 

Theme  

Rheme Unmarked Theme 

Nominal group complex as Theme 

 

after the government said that  

After the Government  Said that 

Theme Rheme 

Marked Theme 

Phrepositional Phrase 

 

summer exams will not take place this year. 

Summer Exams Will not take place this year 

Theme Rheme 

Unmarked Theme 

Nominal Group complex as theme 

 

Exams in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland have also been cancelled due to the 

coronavirus pandemic. 

Exams in Scotland, Wales and Northern 

Ireland 

have also been cancelled due to the 

coronavirus pandemic. 
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Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group complex as theme 

 

In England, A-levels, AS levels and GCSE exams have been cancelled 

In England, A-levels, AS levels and 

GCSE exams 

have been cancelled  

Theme  Rheme 

Marked theme 

Adverbial Groups 

 

and teachers' estimated grades will be used instead.  

and teachers' estimated grades will be used instead. 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group complex as Theme 

 

The government says training and support will be available to ensure grades are 

awarded fairly across the country 

The government says training and support will be 

available to ensure grades are awarded 

fairly across the country 

 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group as Theme 
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The government says vocational exams can still go ahead this month 

The government says vocational exams can still go ahead 

this month 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group as Theme 

 

if schools and colleges believe it is safe.  

if schools and colleges believe it is safe. 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group complex as Theme 

 

If not, exams can be taken at a later date 

If not, exams can be taken at a later date 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group complex as Theme 

 

or a grade can be awarded 

or a grade can be awarded 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-55548027
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-55548027
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-55548027
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Nominal group as Theme 

 

if students have "enough evidence to receive a certificate  

if students have "enough evidence to receive a 

certificate 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group complex as Theme 

 

that they need for progression", according to the awarding body Pearson.  

that they need for progression", according to the 

awarding body Pearson. 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group complex as Theme 

 

Education Secretary Gavin Williamson also confirmed that primary school SATs will 

not go ahead this year.  

Education Secretary Gavin Williamson 

also 

confirmed that primary school SATs will 

not go ahead this year.  

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group as Theme 

 

Scotland's Higher and Advanced Higher exams have been cancelled for 2021, with 

final grades based on teacher assessment.  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-scotland-politics-55230774
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Scotland's Higher and Advanced Higher 

exams  

have been cancelled for 2021, with final 

grades based on teacher assessment.  

 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group complex as Theme 

 

The National 5 exams have also been cancelled.  

The National 5 exams have also been cancelled.  

 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group complex as Theme 

 

The Welsh government has cancelled this year's GCSE, AS and A-level exams, with 

grades based on classroom assessments. 

The Welsh government  has cancelled this year's GCSE, AS and 

A-level exams, with grades based on 

classroom assessments  

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group as Theme 

 

In Northern Ireland, no GCSE, AS and A-level examinations will go ahead this year. 

In Northern Ireland, no GCSE, AS and A-

level examinations  

Will go ahead this year  

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-scotland-politics-55230774
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-54423265
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-54423265
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-54888376
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-54888376
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-54888376
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-northern-ireland-55560314
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Nominal group complex as Theme 

 

But it is not yet clear what alternative awarding arrangements will be in place. 

But it is not yet clear what alternative awarding 

arrangements will be in place. 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group as Theme 

 

Primary and secondary schools have moved to remote learning for most pupils. 

Primary and secondary schools have moved to remote learning for most 

pupils. 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group complex as Theme 

 

 

The only exceptions will be the children of critical workers 

The only exceptions will be the children of critical workers 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group complex as Theme 

 

and those deemed vulnerable, who will be able to physically go to school each day.  

and those deemed vulnerable, who will be able to physically go to school 

each day. 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-maintaining-educational-provision/guidance-for-schools-colleges-and-local-authorities-on-maintaining-educational-provision
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-maintaining-educational-provision/guidance-for-schools-colleges-and-local-authorities-on-maintaining-educational-provision
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Nominal group complex as Theme 

 

The government has clarified this can include children without access to a laptop at 

home or a quiet place to study. 

The government  has clarified this can include children 

without access to a laptop at home or a 

quiet place to study. 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group as Theme 

 

For children learning from home, the government says it expects schools to provide 

3-5 hours of teaching a day, depending on the child's age.  

For children learning from home, the 

government 

says it expects schools to provide 3-5 

hours of teaching a day, depending on the 

child's age.  

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group as Theme 

 

 

If parents have any concerns about their child's education, 

If parents have any concerns about their child's 

education, 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group complex as Theme 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-maintaining-educational-provision/guidance-for-schools-colleges-and-local-authorities-on-maintaining-educational-provision
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-maintaining-educational-provision/guidance-for-schools-colleges-and-local-authorities-on-maintaining-educational-provision
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they should raise it with a teacher in the first instance.  

they should raise it with a teacher in the first 

instance.  

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group complex as Theme 

 

If the matter is still not resolved, 

If the matter is still not resolved, 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group as Theme 

 

parents can contact the schools watchdog, Ofsted. 

parents can contact the schools watchdog, 

Ofsted. 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group complex as Theme 

 

 

Colleges and universities will also have to teach students remotely until mid-February 

- except courses for future critical workers (including medicine and veterinary 

science).  

Colleges and universities will also have to teach students remotely 

until mid-February - except courses for 

future critical workers (including 

medicine and veterinary science). 
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Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group complex as Theme 

 

Nurseries and other Early Years settings will remain open as normal.  

Nurseries and other Early Years settings will remain open as normal.  

Theme  Rheme 

Marked theme 

Adverbial groups 

 

The government says extra funding will be available for those children who are 

eligible for free schools meals, 

The government says extra funding will be available for 

those children who are eligible for free 

schools meals, 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group as a theme 

 

and that more electronic devices would be distributed to support remote education. 

and that more electronic devices would be distributed to support remote 

education. 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group complex as a theme 
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In Scotland, schools will remain closed to the majority of pupils until at least 1 

February, with remote learning used instead.  

In Scotland, schools will remain closed to the majority of 

pupils until at least 1 February, with 

remote learning used instead. 

Theme  Rheme 

Marked theme 

Adverbial groups 

 

Schools will only open their doors to the children of key workers and vulnerable 

youngsters. 

Schools will only open their doors to the children 

of key workers and vulnerable 

youngsters. 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group complex as theme 

 

There'll be a review on 18 January as to whether schools can reopen on 1 February. 

There Will be a review on 18 January as to 

whether schools can reopen on 1 

February. 

Theme  Rheme 

Marked theme 

Prepositional Phrase 

 

Colleges and universities can operate using a more restricted mix of face-to-face and 

distance learning.  

https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-update-first-ministers-statement-monday-4-january-2021/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-update-first-ministers-statement-monday-4-january-2021/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-update-first-ministers-statement-monday-4-january-2021/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-update-first-ministers-statement-monday-4-january-2021/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-universities-colleges-and-student-accommodation-providers/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-universities-colleges-and-student-accommodation-providers/
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Colleges and universities can operate using a more restricted mix 

of face-to-face and distance learning.  

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group complex as theme 

 

Until 18 January, regulated early learning and childcare - plus school age childcare 

services - can only open in Scotland for the children of key workers and vulnerable 

children. 

Until 18 January, regulated early learning 

and childcare - plus school age childcare 

services - 

can only open in Scotland for the children 

of key workers and vulnerable children. 

Theme  Rheme 

Marked theme 

Adverbial groups 

 

In Wales, all schools and colleges will move to online learning until 18 January - 

except for children of critical workers, vulnerable youngsters, and learners who need 

to complete essential exams or assessments.  

In Wales, all schools and colleges  will move to online learning until 18 

January - except for children of critical 

workers, vulnerable youngsters, and 

learners who need to complete essential 

exams or assessments.  

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal groups complex as theme 

 

https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-universities-colleges-and-student-accommodation-providers/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-universities-colleges-and-student-accommodation-providers/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-childcare-provision-from-26-december-to-18-january/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-childcare-provision-from-26-december-to-18-january/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-55534599
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-55534599
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-55534599
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Universities in Wales have already agreed a staggered start to term. 

Universities in Wales have already agreed a staggered start to 

term. 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group complex as theme 

 

Childcare settings can remain open. 

Childcare settings can remain open. 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group complex as theme 

 

In Northern Ireland, many pupils will not return to school until after the half-term 

break in mid-February. 

In Northern Ireland, many pupils Will not return to school until after the 

half-term in mid-february. 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group complex as theme 

 

However, special schools will remain open as usual  

However, special schools will remain open as usual  

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group complex as theme 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-northern-ireland-55538236
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-northern-ireland-55538236
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while vulnerable children and children of key workers will also have access to 

schools for supervised learning. 

while vulnerable children and children of 

key workers 

will also have access to schools for 

supervised learning. 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group complex as theme 

 

The UK government says it will continue to regularly test teachers for Covid, 

The UK government says it will continue to regularly test 

teachers for Covid, 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group as theme 

 

 

as well as those pupils still be able to attend school during the lockdown - including 

vulnerable students and children of key workers. 

as well as those pupils still be able to attend school during the 

lockdown - including vulnerable students 

and children of key workers. 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group complex as theme 

 

If one of them - or a member of staff - tests positive, 

If one of them - or a member of staff tests positive, 
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Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group as theme 

 

they must go home and self-isolate for 10 days. 

they must go home and self-isolate for 10 days. 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group complex as theme 

 

Anyone who has been in close contact with the person testing positive must also self-

isolate. 

Anyone who has been in close contact with the person 

testing positive must also self-isolate. 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group complex as theme 

 

Education Secretary Gavin Williamson says regular testing will help the government 

reopen schools as soon as possible. 

Education Secretary Gavin Williamson says regular testing will help the 

government reopen schools as soon as 

possible. 

 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group as theme 

 

https://dfemedia.blog.gov.uk/2020/09/04/coronavirus-transmission-in-schools-your-questions-answered/
https://dfemedia.blog.gov.uk/2020/09/04/coronavirus-transmission-in-schools-your-questions-answered/
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He told MPs on 6 January: 

He told MPs on 6 January: 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group as theme 

 

"Testing is going to be the centre of our plans to return children back to school, back 

to the classroom, back to college, as soon as possible." 

 

"Testing 

is going to be the centre of our plans to 

return children back to school, back to 

the classroom, back to college, as soon as 

possible." 

Theme  Rheme 

Unmarked theme 

Nominal group as theme 
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Appendix II  Wrutten Text News from BBC News Entittled Covid: What is 

happening with schools? 

https://www.bbc.com/news/education-51643556 

6 January 2021 

 

Teacher assessments will be used to award grades in England after the government 

said that summer exams will not take place this year. Exams in Scotland, Wales and 

Northern Ireland have also been cancelled due to the coronavirus pandemic. 

In England, A-levels, AS levels and GCSE exams have been cancelled and teachers' 

estimated grades will be used instead. The government says training and support will 

be available to ensure grades are awarded fairly across the country.  

The government says vocational exams can still go ahead this month - if schools and 

colleges believe it is safe. If not, exams can be taken at a later date or a grade can be 

awarded if students have "enough evidence to receive a certificate that they need for 

progression", according to the awarding body Pearson. Education Secretary Gavin 

Williamson also confirmed that primary school SATs will not go ahead this year.  

Scotland's Higher and Advanced Higher exams have been cancelled for 2021, with 

final grades based on teacher assessment. The National 5 exams have also been 

cancelled. The Welsh government has cancelled this year's GCSE, AS and A-level 

exams, with grades based on classroom assessments.  

In Northern Ireland, no GCSE, AS and A-level examinations will go ahead this year.  

But it is not yet clear what alternative awarding arrangements will be in place. 

 

Primary and secondary schools have moved to remote learning for most pupils. 

The only exceptions will be the children of critical workers and those deemed 

vulnerable, who will be able to physically go to school each day. The government has 

clarified this can include children without access to a laptop at home or a quiet place 

to study. For children learning from home, the government says it expects schools to 

provide 3-5 hours of teaching a day, depending on the child's age.  

If parents have any concerns about their child's education, they should raise it with a 

teacher in the first instance. If the matter is still not resolved, parents can contact the 

schools watchdog, Ofsted. Colleges and universities will also have to teach students 

remotely until mid-February - except courses for future critical workers (including 

medicine and veterinary science).  

Nurseries and other Early Years settings will remain open as normal.  

https://www.bbc.com/news/education-51643556
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-55548027
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-scotland-politics-55230774
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-54423265
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-54423265
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-54888376
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-54888376
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-northern-ireland-55560314
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-maintaining-educational-provision/guidance-for-schools-colleges-and-local-authorities-on-maintaining-educational-provision
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-maintaining-educational-provision/guidance-for-schools-colleges-and-local-authorities-on-maintaining-educational-provision
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-maintaining-educational-provision/guidance-for-schools-colleges-and-local-authorities-on-maintaining-educational-provision
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The government says extra funding will be available for those children who are 

eligible for free schools meals, and that more electronic devices would be distributed 

to support remote education. 

 

In Scotland, schools will remain closed to the majority of pupils until at least 1 

February, with remote learning used instead.  

Schools will only open their doors to the children of key workers and vulnerable 

youngsters. There'll be a review on 18 January as to whether schools can reopen on 1 

February. Colleges and universities can operate using a more restricted mix of face-

to-face and distance learning. Until 18 January, regulated early learning and childcare 

- plus school age childcare services - can only open in Scotland for the children of 

key workers and vulnerable children. In Wales, all schools and colleges will move to 

online learning until 18 January - except for children of critical workers, vulnerable 

youngsters, and learners who need to complete essential exams or assessments.  

Universities in Wales have already agreed a staggered start to term. Childcare settings 

can remain open. 

In Northern Ireland, many pupils will not return to school until after the half-term 

break in mid-February. However, special schools will remain open as usual while 

vulnerable children and children of key workers will also have access to schools for 

supervised learning. 

 

The UK government says it will continue to regularly test teachers for Covid, as well 

as those pupils still be able to attend school during the lockdown - including 

vulnerable students and children of key workers. 

If one of them - or a member of staff - tests positive, they must go home and self-

isolate for 10 days. Anyone who has been in close contact with the person testing 

positive must also self-isolate. Education Secretary Gavin Williamson says regular 

testing will help the government reopen schools as soon as possible. 

He told MPs on 6 January: "Testing is going to be the centre of our plans to return 

children back to school, back to the classroom, back to college, as soon as possible." 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-update-first-ministers-statement-monday-4-january-2021/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-update-first-ministers-statement-monday-4-january-2021/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-universities-colleges-and-student-accommodation-providers/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-universities-colleges-and-student-accommodation-providers/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-childcare-provision-from-26-december-to-18-january/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-55534599
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-55534599
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-northern-ireland-55538236
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-northern-ireland-55538236
https://dfemedia.blog.gov.uk/2020/09/04/coronavirus-transmission-in-schools-your-questions-answered/
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